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 4Let V be an n-dimensional complex inner product space and let e , . . . , e be1 n
an orthonormal basis of V. Suppose G is a permutation group of degree m and x
Ž .is an irreducible character of G. We denote by V G the symmetry class of tensorsx
associated with G and x . In this article, we discuss the problem of existing
Ž . Uorthogonal bases for V G consisting of symmetrized decomposable tensors e .x a
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be an n-dimensional complex inner product space and let G be a
permutation group on m elements. Let x be any irreducible character of
G. For any g g G, define the operator
m m
P : V “ Vm mg
by
P ¤ m ??? m ¤ s ¤ y1 m ??? m ¤ y1 .Ž .g 1 m g Ž1. g Žm.
Then the symmetry class of tensors associated with G and x is the image
of the symmetry operator
x 1Ž .
S s x g P .Ž .Ýx g< <G ggG
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Ž .The symmetry class of tensors associated to G and x is denoted by V G .x
We say that the tensor
S ¤ m ??? m ¤Ž .x 1 m
is a symmetrized decomposable tensor, and it is denoted by ¤ ) ??? )¤ .1 m
Ž .The inner product on V induces an inner product on V G which satisfiesx
x 1Ž .
G² :u ) ??? )u , ¤ ) ??? )¤ s d A ,Ž .1 m 1 m x< <G
w² :x Gwhere A s u , ¤ , and d is the generalized matrix functioni j x
m
Gd A s x g a .Ž . Ž .Ý Łx i , g Ž i.
is1ggG
m Ž .Let G be the set of all sequences a s a , . . . , a , with 1 F a F n.n 1 m i
Define the action of G on G m byn
a g s a y1 , . . . , a y1 .Ž .g Ž1. g Žm.
Write a ; b if a and b belong to the same orbit in G m. Let D be an
system of distinct representatives of the orbits. We denote by G , thea
stabilizer subgroup of a . Define
V s a g G m ‹ x g / 0 ,Ž .Ýn½ 5
ggGa
and put D s D l V.
 4 ULet e , . . . , e be an orthonormal basis of V. Denote by e the tensor1 n a
e ) ??? ) e . We havea Ž1. a Žm.
0 if a ⁄ b¡
U U x 1Ž .~² :e , e s ha b x gh if a s b .Ž .Ý< <G¢ ggGb
In particular, eU / 0, if and only if a g V.a
U U² :gFor a g D, let V s e : g g G . It follows thata a
? UV G s VŽ . Ýx a
agD
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w xis an orthogonal direct sum. In 1 it is proved that
x 1Ž .
Udim V s x g s x 1 x , 1 .Ž . Ž .Ýa Ga< <Ga ggGa
So, if x is a linear character, then dim V U s 1, and, in this case, the setg
Ue ‹ a g D 4a
Ž .is an orthogonal basis of V G . In this article we call a basis consisting ofx
symmetrized decomposable tensors eU , an orthogonal )-basis. If x is nota
Ž .linear, it is possible that V G has no orthogonal )-basis. We will give anx
elegant necessary condition for the existence of orthogonal )-basis.
2. GENERALITIES
Let a g G m and supposen
 t1 t r 4Orb a s a , . . . , a ,Ž .G
where Orb denotes the orbit under G. Here of course we have r sG
w xG : G anda
r
G s G tD a i
is1
is a partition. Note that for any i and j,
x 1Ž .
U U y1² :t te , e s x t ht .i j Ž .Ýa a i j< <G hgGa
We define an r = r matrix D as
x 1Ž . y1d s x t ht .Ž .Ýi j i j< <G hgGa
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LEMMA. The matrix D is idempotent.
Proof. We have
r
2D s d dŽ . i j Ý i p p j
ps1
2r x 1Ž . y1 y1s x t xt x t ytŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý i p p jž /< <Gps1 xgG ygGa a
2r x 1Ž . y1s x t x x yt .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý i jž /< <G y1ps1 xgG t ygt Ga p p a
Now let xy s h g G . Then y s xy1 h and we havea
2r x 1Ž .
2 y1 y1D s x t x x x htŽ . Ž .i j Ž .Ý Ý Ý i jž /< <Gps1 hgG xgG ta a p
x 1 x 1Ž . Ž . y1 y1s x t x x x htŽ . Ž .Ý Ý i jž /< < < <G GhgG xgGa
x 1 x 1Ž . Ž . y1 y1s x x x x t ht ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i jž /< < < <G GhgG xgGa
so using the orthogonality relations of irreducible characters, we have
x 1Ž .
2 y1D s x t htŽ . i j Ž .Ý i j< <G hgGa
This shows that D2 s D.
Now suppose x is a non-linear irreducible character of G and a g V.
Let s s dim V U and consider thata
eU t , . . . , eU t1 sa a
is an orthogonal basis of V U. So the matrix D has the block partition forma
lI Es 1D s ,
E E2 3
where
x 1 sŽ .
l s x h s .Ž .Ý< <G rhgGa
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Ž . Ž .Here E , E , and E are matrices of sizes s = r y s , r y s = s, and1 2 3
Ž . Ž .r y s = r y s , respectively.
It follows that D2 has the block form
2l I q E E lE q E Es 1 2 1 1 3 .
2lE q E E E E q E2 3 2 2 1 3
Using D2 s D we obtain four necessary conditions
l2I qE E s lI ,s 1 2 s
lE qE E s E ,1 1 3 1
lE qE E s E ,2 3 2 2
E E qE2 s E .2 1 3 3
Let s - r. Then l / 1, so we have l y l2 / 0. Thus
E E s l y l2 I .Ž .1 2 s
Hence, E E is an invertible s = s matrix. Assuming E and E as linear1 2 1 2
transformations, we have
E : C rys “ C s , E : C s “ C rys ,1 2
so E E : C s “ C s is an invertible transformation. This implies that E is1 2 2
an injection and so s F r y s. In other words,
w xG : Ga
x , 1 F .Ga 2 x 1Ž .
Now we prove the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let x be a non-linear irreducible character of G and suppose
there is a g G m such thatn
w x w xG : G G : Ga a
- x , 1 - .Ga2 x 1 x 1Ž . Ž .
Ž .Then V G has no orthogonal )-basis.x
As an application we will give a short alternative proof for the result of
w x Ž .Holmes which is stated in 2 . In what follows we use Fix g to denote the
number of fixed points of g. It is well known that G is 2-transitive if and
only if x s Fix y 1 is irreducible.
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Ž .COROLLARY. Let G F S be 2-transiti¤e and x s Fix y 1. Then V Gm x
has no orthogonal )-basis.
Ž . mProof. Let a s 1, 2, . . . , 2 g G . We have G s G l S , son a my1
w x w x w xx , 1 s 1 by Burnside's counting theorem. Also G : G s S : SG a m my1a
s m. So
w x w xG : G m m G : Ga as - x , 1 - s .Ga2 x 1 2 m y 1 m y 1 x 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Hence V G has no orthogonal )-basis.x
To end of this note we remark that the hypothesis of our theorem is
equivalent to the condition
'2
Um 5 5’a g G : - e - 1.n a2
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